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Abstract— This paper presents fast parallel sorting algorithm which uses division in subsets and quick sort algorithm. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by analytic way and results shows that it will be faster than algorithm in [3] when time for division in subsets of all set is bigger than time for sending/receiving of partial subsets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NEARLY 25% of the time during which the computer works he sorts data [1]. The sorting is operation which is a part of many algorithms. There are many sorting algorithms- for common or special cases. In the group of common (universal) sorting algorithms are: bubble sort, selection sort, insertion sort, merge sort, quick sort and etc. In group of private sorting algorithms are lexicographical sort, bucket sort and other. One of most popular methods for acceleration when it is necessary to sort big data arrays is using multiprocessors system. In this case is necessary to think about parallel architecture and memory distribution to choose appropriate parallel algorithm.

II. PARALLEL SORTING WITH QUICK SORT

On figure 1 is shown processes allocation for “classic” parallel quick sort algorithm [2]. For this algorithm number of parallel processes depends of given row. In other words for rows with same number of elements but different character (number of inversions) the number of parallel processes will be different.

In [3] is presented parallel sorting algorithm which is faster than “classic” parallel quick sort. In this algorithm number of parallel processes doesn’t depend of rows character. On figure 2 is shown principle scheme of this algorithm.

III. FAST PARALLEL SORTING ALGORITHM

The main idea is to divide the given big set of numbers in small subsets. And then parallel sort these subsets with fastest known universal sorting algorithm- quick sort. In other words is used the technique “divide and conquer”. In this paper will be discussed one modification of parallel algorithm presented in [3] which will “parallelize” division in subsets (sub-rows).

Let we use MPMD (Multiple Program Multiple Data) model in version “Master/Slave” [4]. The “Master” process will execute the next steps as follow:
1) Open selected by user file with numbers for sorting;
2) Read numbers in one array;
3) Calculate count of elements in initial subsets

Fig.1 Process allocation

Fig.2 Principle scheme of algorithm
considering number of parallel processes (n). Every process must receive nearly equal piece of data;
4) Send to other processes initial subsets (from 1 to n-1). The first subset will stand in master process;
5) Divide initial subset in n partial subsets. The steps are:
- calculate bounds for subsets. The number of bounds is equal to n+1. The first bound is 0 and last is max (the maximal value for given numbers). The other bounds are calculated by formula:

\[ B_i = \frac{i \times \text{max}}{n \times p}, \quad i=1,2 \text{ to } n-1 \]  

(1)

where with \( B_i \) is noted \( i \)-th bound. The expression \( \frac{\text{max}}{n \times p} \) indicates that the \( n \times p \) divides max as integer;
- allocate memory for partial subsets;
- divide numbers in partial subsets and store in other array count of elements for every partial subset;
- send to other processes count of elements for their partial subset;
- send to other processes their partial subset;
- receiving from other processes first count of elements for own partial subset and second partial subset;
6) Sort own subset (which is built from n partial subsets) with quick sort algorithm;
7) Receive from slave processes their sorted subsets;
8) Save sorted row in file.

Every “Slave” process will execute the next steps as follow:
1) Receive initial subset;
2) Divide initial subset in n partial subsets. The steps are:
- calculate bounds for subsets. The number of bounds is equal to n+1. The first bound is 0 and last is max (the maximal value for given numbers). The other bounds are calculated by formula (1).
- allocate memory for partial subsets;
- divide numbers in partial subsets and store in other array count of elements for every partial subset;
- send to other processes count of elements for their partial subset;
- send to other processes their partial subset;
- receiving from other processes first count of elements for own partial subset and second partial subset;
3) Sort own subset (which is build from n partial subsets) with quick sort algorithm;
4) Send to master process sorted subset.

On Figure 3 is shown consolidated flow chart of parallel algorithm.

Let show one example for sorting with our fast parallel sorting algorithm. The initial conditions are:
- given row has 20 integers;
- number of parallel processes is 4 (n=4);
- range of numbers is: 1 to 100.

In this case bounds will be 5 and they will have the values: 1, 25, 50, 75 and 100. The given row is: 90, 12, 55, 80, 3, 76, 92, 45, 33, 20, 13, 48, 55, 60, 100, 1, 10, 29, 77, and 81. In table 1 are shown initial subsets (parallel step 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Process 1</th>
<th>Process 2</th>
<th>Process 3</th>
<th>Process 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (1-25)</td>
<td>12, 3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (25-50)</td>
<td>15, 33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (50-75)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>48, 55, 60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (75-100)</td>
<td>90, 80</td>
<td>76, 92</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>77, 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After division of initial subset in partial subsets every process will have 4 partial subsets as shown in Table 2 (parallel step 2).
After sending/receiving of partial subsets every process will have own subset as shown in Table 3 (parallel step 3).

The next step is sorting and after this every process will have sorted subset (parallel step 4) which is shown in Table 4.

It is obviously that sequential writing of subsets of process 1 to process 4 will give all sorted row (set).

IV. EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM

Time for sorting with algorithm presented in [3] depends of n and is noted with t1.

\[ t_1 = t_{ds1} + tc1 + ts1 + t_{c1} = t_{ds1} + 2tc1 + ts1 \] (2)

In formula 2 tds1 is time for division in subsets, tc1 is time for sending/receiving of subsets and ts1 is time for sorting of one subset with quick sort algorithm. Time for sorting with our fast parallel sorting algorithm is presented with formula 3.

\[ t_2 = tcis2 + tdps2 + tcps2 + ts2 + tcs2 \] (3)

In formula 3 tcis2 is time for sending/receiving of initial subsets, tdps2 is time for division in partial subsets, tcps2 is time for sending/receiving of partial subsets, ts2 is time for sorting of subset with quick sort algorithm and tcs2 is time for sending/receiving of subsets.

To be our algorithm faster than algorithm in [3] it is necessary to satisfied inequality:

\[ t_2 < t_1 \] (4)

Because initial partial subset is n times smaller than all set we can think that tdps2 is n times smaller than tds1. The time for sorting subsets ts1 and ts2 are equal because the subsets are the same. Let us assume that tcis2 is equal to tc1 - this means that subsets are almost equal by number. In this case inequality 4 will be:

\[ t_{dv} > \frac{n}{n-1} t_{qs2} \] (5)

where n is number of subsets (parallel processes).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper was presented fast parallel sorting algorithm which modify algorithm in [3]. The proposed algorithm “parallelizes” division in subsets (sub-rows) and use MPMD (Master/Slave) model. The algorithm is appropriate for performance on supercomputers and probably will be faster than “classic” parallel quick sort and algorithm with division in subsets [3] in many cases.

In future will be interesting to evaluate experimentally proposed algorithm and compare them with other known parallel sorting algorithms.
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